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Arrival and Afterlife: Jackson Pollock’s Mural 
and the University of Iowa
Erika Doss

In the myth- debunking spirit surrounding the recent conservation of Jackson Pollock’s 

Mural, originally painted for the art dealer Peggy Guggenheim’s New York town house in 

1943, this essay focuses on the arrival and afterlife of the large canvas at the University of 

Iowa. Part of Mural’s mythos is that it was the first, the most notable, and the most dearly 

beloved modern painting at the university. Not true: years before Mural arrived in Iowa 

City in 1951, the university had acquired a reputation as “Greenwich Village West,” a pro-

gressive cultural center for both American and European modes of modern art. In 1934, 

the painter Grant Wood joined the art department faculty, upsetting its academic style 

practitioners with his regionalist version of modern American art.1 In the 1940s, other 

American moderns working in other styles, such as Philip Guston and Mauricio Lasansky, 

were also hired into the department.

In 1945, the university — then called the State University of Iowa — began hold-

ing annual summer shows of contemporary art loaned from the Museum of Modern 

Art (MoMA) and from well- known New York galleries such as American Contemporary 

Art, Associated American Artists, Durand- Ruel, Grand Central, Knoedler, Kootz, Mac-

beth, Midtown, Parsons, Rehn, and Guggenheim’s Art of This Century gallery.2 It also 

began amassing an impressive collection of art by purchasing from these summer shows, 

including works by European moderns Joan Miró and Max Beckmann and contemporary 

American painters such as Robert Gwathmey, Mitchell Siporin, Theodoros Stamos, and 

Bradley Walker Tomlin (fig. 1). Modern art in Iowa, in other words, was flourishing well 

before Guggenheim gifted Pollock’s 1943 canvas to the university.

Moreover, Mural’s afterlife has been precarious, both a proudly displayed trophy of 

American modernism and a pawn in various academic and economic takeover bids. Mural, 

I suggest, arrived at Iowa as the spoil of victory in a war between two styles of modern 

American art: regionalism and abstract expressionism. Over the past six decades, Mural’s 

afterlife at the University of Iowa has wavered unsteadily between Midwestern furtiveness 

and financial acumen, from anxieties about appropriate directions in cultural pedagogy 

and worries about aesthetic legacy to wild- eyed schemes of modern art monetization.

Many have wondered how Mural wound up in Iowa in the first place. When Peggy 

Guggenheim vacated New York City for Venice, Italy, in 1947, and dispersed much of the 

art she had collected in her East Sixty- First Street town house and her gallery, Mural was 
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on loan to Yale University. “I lent it to New Haven for a year as they had a special place 

for it,” she wrote in October 1948, adding: “but now it is no longer on exhibition.”3 It is 

possible that Guggenheim considered gifting the painting to Yale but the university was 

not interested. George Heard Hamilton, an art historian who was the associate director of 

the Yale University Art Gallery at the time, later observed that “student interest” in Mural 

was “conspicuous by its absence” during the months that the painting was on view in the 

gallery. In November 1948, Guggenheim wrote that Yale had “hung it for a long time but 

now they are too crowded for space and I do not wish to leave it there any more.”4

Her letters were addressed to Lester Longman, chair of the University of Iowa’s 

art department. Guggenheim and Longman had been acquainted for some time: her New 

York gallery had been a major resource for the summer shows of contemporary art that 

Longman organized at Iowa City, and Longman had seen Pollock’s Mural on display in 

the entrance hall to Guggenheim’s apartment. Their relationship was special enough 

that, in 1947, Guggenheim gifted four paintings from her Art of This Century gallery to 

the university, including Pollock’s Portrait of H. M. (1945) and Irene Rice Pereira’s Eight 

Oblongs (1945), both of which had been shown in the university’s Third Summer Exhibi-

tion of Contemporary Art (fig. 2).

A year later, Guggenheim wrote directly to Longman offering Mural to the uni-

versity. “If you remember it was shown at the Museum of Modern Art in that show of big 

Fig. 1. Theodoros Stamos (American, 1922–97). Prehistoric Phase, 1947, oil on masonite, 74.3 × 

84.46 cm. Iowa City, University of Iowa Museum of Art. University acquisition. Image courtesy Univer-

sity of Iowa Museum of Art.
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paintings,” she noted, adding: “if you have big enough place for it I will be delighted to 

offer it to you.”5 On 29 November 1948, Longman replied, “We are happy to accept,” and 

began making inquiries to the Yale University Art Gallery about obtaining the painting, 

which had been “rolled on a drum with the stretchers knocked apart.”6 When Yale staffers 

informed him that shipping costs might total as much as forty dollars, and recommended 

an insurance policy of five hundred dollars, Longman declared these expenses “rather 

exorbitant” and asked them to investigate “whether it could be taken care of for less.”7

Mural remained rolled up in New Haven for the next two and a half years until 

Longman convinced university administrators that Guggenheim’s gift was worth accept-

ing. As he explained in a letter to Earl Harper, director of the university’s school of art:

I have had further consultations with the committee regarding the Pollock mural 

given us by Peggy Guggenheim. It is the unanimous opinion of the four of us 

on the committee that the mural would be quite useful for teaching purposes. 

It represents excellently the principles of the “New York School” about which 

there has been so much recent controversy. The committee feels that we should 

have a good representative example of this. I have seen the mural and think it is 

one of the best of Pollock’s works. . . . The committee also feels that we should 

not refuse a gift by Peggy Guggenheim, who owns many pictures and has been 

Fig. 2. Jackson Pollock (American, 1912–56). Portrait of H. M., 1945, oil on canvas, 92.7 × 110.5 cm. Iowa 

City, University of Iowa Museum of Art. Gift of Peggy Guggenheim. Image courtesy University of Iowa 

Museum of Art. © 2017 The Pollock- Krasner Foundation / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
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interested in this institution. Probably Yale University would also question our 

judgment in not accepting this picture for the cost of shipment.8

Finally, after Longman received word that the university would accept Mural and grant 

an “appropriation” of one hundred dollars for shipping and handling — costs had gone 

up while Mural stayed under wraps at Yale — Pollock’s “big painting” headed to Iowa, 

arriving at the university in late October 1951. By January 1952, it was hanging in the art 

department’s large painting and mural classroom (fig. 3).

Its placement in that classroom was key to Guggenheim’s gift, and to the univer-

sity’s acceptance. During the interwar era, the university developed the most innovative 

art education curriculum in the country, instituting BFA and MFA degrees and a “learn 

by doing” methodology that Life magazine enthusiastically endorsed over the more staid 

teaching practices found, they said, at “old- line Fine Arts schools like Yale’s.”9 Iowa’s pro-

gram encouraged experimentation and productivity in a liberal arts context, a pragmatic 

approach indebted to the philosopher John Dewey’s ideas about the fundamental kinship 

between art and experience. Arguing that art was more than a (static) body of knowledge or 

the making of material goods, Dewey saw art as a creative act: as process, performance, and 

practice. “The actual work of art,” he wrote in Art as Experience (1934), “is what the product 

does with and in experience.”10 Dewey’s deeply democratic aesthetics formed the basis for 

the University of Iowa’s “dialectical” method of art education, whereby studio practice and 

art-historical inquiry were viewed as interdependent programs, and creative experience 

and experimentation were heralded as the function and mission of American art.

Fig. 3. Frederick W. Kent (American, 1894–1984). Jackson Pollock, Mural, 1943, on Display in Mural Stu-

dio Classroom, Art Department, University of Iowa, January 10, 1952. Iowa City, University of Iowa Libraries, 

Frederick W. Kent Collection of Photographs, 1866–2000.
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The “Iowa Idea,” as it came to be called, was especially promoted by Longman, a 

Princeton- trained art historian who was hired at Iowa in 1936 to teach modern art and 

soon formed (and chaired) the “Department of Art,” a single academic unit that com-

bined the faculty, students, and resources of studio art and art history with the goal of 

training artist- teachers in a liberal arts (rather than industrial) environment. Hiring 

artists- in- residence such as Wood and Guston to serve as student mentors was another 

significant component of the university’s progressive art curriculum. As Longman 

explained in a 1946 letter to the New York art critic Emily Genauer, his aim at Iowa was 

to cultivate “experimental work on a more advanced level so that we may contribute new 

ideas to the field of art as freely as New York or Paris.” He added: “In the sciences it is gen-

erally expected that the universities will be in the vanguard of experimentation. I want 

to be the first to do this in the field of art.”11 A year earlier, Longman had hired Mauricio 

Lasansky, a trailblazing artist who would establish one of the most innovative printmak-

ing studios in the United States.

The “Iowa Idea” was soon modeled in art departments around the nation, espe-

cially during the higher education boom years of the postwar era.12 In April 1947, Life 

published a photo- essay on the 1.8 million World War II veterans who were attend-

ing college on the GI Bill, and highlighted Iowa — where vets made up sixty percent of 

enrollment — as “typical of American institutions of higher learning.”13 Although Peggy 

Guggenheim had been mostly self- educated, her collecting and museal ambitions were 

typically directed toward a broadly public sphere rather than a narrowly isolated, and 

conventional, art world. Situating Mural on the University of Iowa’s teeming postwar 

campus met those objectives.

So did the “Greenwich Village West” reputation of the university’s art depart-

ment. Funded in part with grants from the Carnegie and Rockefeller foundations, the 

university’s first fine arts building was dedicated in 1934 on the west side of the Iowa River 

and featured a large central gallery, numerous studios (with north light), and a three- 

hundred- seat auditorium. It was a huge draw; between 1948 and 1962, more MFAs were 

conferred at the University of Iowa than any other university in the nation.14 Photographs 

of students working in the art department’s studios, and of the work they displayed for 

critiques and exhibits, show that various strains of modern art, including cubo- realism, 

figurative abstraction, regionalism, social realism, surrealism, and abstract expression-

ism dominated their studies. In his “Foreword” to the catalog of the university’s first 

summer show, in 1945, Longman explained: “The purpose of this exhibition is to present 

to University students and to people in this part of the country a cross- section of pro-

gressive painting in the United States . . . the frontiers of experimentation are shown.”15

His remarks about “progressive” artistic “experimentation” were meant as a clear 

rebuke to the kind of painting that Longman encountered when he first arrived in Iowa 

to chair the art department: regionalism. That was the style of one of the most popular 

artists of the day, and one of the university’s most popular professors: Grant Wood. A 

native Iowan born in the small farming community of Anamosa in 1891, Wood’s national 
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reputation had soared when the Art Institute of Chicago purchased his now iconic paint-

ing American Gothic in 1930. Within just a few years, he and fellow regionalist painter 

Thomas Hart Benton, the first modern artist to be featured on the cover of Time in 1934, 

were hailed as the leaders of an important new American art movement. Gertrude Stein 

even named Wood the “first artist of America.”16

Wood was hired as “artist- in-residence” at the University of Iowa in 1934, before 

Longman arrived and when studio arts and art history were housed in separate depart-

ments.17 In the mid- 1930s, Wood was also the director of Iowa’s Public Works of Art 

Project, one of many New Deal arts projects instituted under the Works Progress Admin-

istration (WPA). He also taught mural painting classes for which university students 

received both WPA stipends and academic credit. For a while, Wood ran some of his 

classes inside an unused swimming pool on Iowa’s campus: far away from the art build-

ing, and far away from Lester Longman.

Suffice it to say the two men did not get along. Wood was opposed to the “Iowa 

Idea’s” pedagogical union of art and art history and its interests in avant- garde art, which 

departed from his own interests in workshop populism and vernacular culture. Incensed 

that an art historian was in charge of the art department, Wood complained to the dean 

that an “overemphasis of the historical or fact- memorizing” had “damned and diverted” 

the department’s “creative spirit.”18 Some of his rancor may have stemmed from his 

Fig. 4. Frederick W. Kent (American, 1894–1984). Students Painting Modern Art Mural, University of 

Iowa, March 4, 1940. Iowa City, University of Iowa Libraries, Frederick W. Kent Collection of Photo-

graphs, 1866–2000.
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own insecurity in the academy: Wood’s personal forays in higher education were largely 

confined to a few courses that he took at the Handicraft Guild in Minneapolis, the Art 

Institute of Chicago, and the University of Iowa in the 1910s.19 Longman, on the other 

hand, was a highly educated scholar who deeply opposed Wood’s popular and commercial 

success, thought that he spent too much time away from the classroom pursuing other 

projects, and believed Wood was dangerously reproducing an uninformed generation of 

“reactionary” artists. Sensing Wood’s threat to his managerial and ideological authority, 

Longman did everything he could to assert both.

In 1938, for example, Longman hired the artist and future New York Times art critic 

John Canaday to teach painting (he stayed in Iowa City for one summer), and hired the art 

historian Horst Waldemar Janson — later known for his bestselling textbook History of Art, 

first published in 1962 — to teach courses in modern and contemporary art. Wood retali-

ated: after Janson took students to the Art Institute of Chicago to see a Picasso retrospec-

tive in February 1940, Wood convinced the dean to fire Janson for teaching “pernicious” 

material.20 Longman fought back and immediately reinstated Janson, who remained at 

Iowa until 1941, when he accepted a teaching position at Washington University. Iowa art 

students jumped into the fray by painting a series of Picasso- inspired murals and holding 

a “modern art” dance in March 1940 that spoofed the entire controversy (figs. 4, 5). In 

subsequent years, Longman mounted an “obsessive campaign” of rumor and innuendo 

Fig. 5. Frederick W. Kent (American, 1894–1984). Students Portraying a Picassoesque Painting at Costume 

Dance, the University of Iowa, March 1940. Iowa City, University of Iowa Libraries, Frederick W. Kent Col-

lection of Photographs, 1866–2000.
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accusing Wood of being a bad artist (charging him with being inept in drawing and relying 

on photographs, for example) and of being queer.21 All of this fueled the larger war that 

Wood, Longman, and Janson were really waging over the course of modern American art.22

Ironically, Wood had originally been hired at Iowa as a modern art upstart, chal-

lenging the moribund academic aesthetic of Charles Atherton Cumming, who became 

chair of the art department in 1909. Trained at the Academie Julien in the 1880s, Cum-

ming painted impressionist- style portraits and Beaux-Arts murals like The Departure 

of the Indians from Fort Des Moines, which was installed in the Polk County Courthouse 

in Des Moines in 1912. Cumming taught art the old- fashioned way: students first drew 

from plaster casts, then moved on to still life, and eventually tackled the human figure; 

Wood, in fact, took a life- drawing class with him from 1911 to 1912.23 Cumming was also 

rabidly antimodernist and racist, maintaining in a series of self- published pamphlets 

titled “Democracy and the White Man’s Art” and “A Defense of the White Man’s Art” that 

modern art’s “freakish” tendencies originated with the “colored and primitive races.”24 

Wood’s faculty appointment at Iowa in 1934 was deliberately intended to displace Cum-

ming’s dangerous pedagogical influence and to reinvigorate the university’s art program. 

Wood aimed to do both with regionalist art.

The regionalism that Wood, Benton, John Steuart Curry, and many other Ameri-

can Scene artists developed in the interwar era was a narrative style of modern art that 

focused on local landscapes (both agricultural and industrial), people, and narratives 

that were considered inherently “American.” Wood’s pictures featured depictions of 

Iowa schoolchildren planting trees (Arbor Day, 1932), farmers bargaining over chickens 

(Appraisal, 1931), businessmen singing (Shrine Quartet, 1939), and children posing with 

footballs (Plaid Sweater, 1931) (fig. 6). These plausible but fundamentally imaginative 

paintings — Wood’s art is often witty and just plain weird — were intended as a publicly 

accessible and uniquely American art “for the millions” akin to the focus on cultural 

nationalism that held sway during the New Deal era. Benton, in particular, pursued the 

liberal political possibilities of American modernism, refining his regionalist vision in 

murals that imagined an integrated worker- determined economy and asserted “the 

democratic values of the American republic: cooperation, citizenship, hard work, and 

productivity.”25 Teaching at the Art Students League in New York before moving to 

Kansas City in 1935, Benton’s foremost student was Jackson Pollock, who imitated Ben-

ton’s style and posed for several of his canvases, including The Ballad of the Jealous Lover 

of Lone Green Valley (1934), in which he appears as the lanky blond youth playing the 

harmonica (fig. 7).

The regionalists were wildly popular during the New Deal era, aided in part by 

sales of five- dollar prints marketed through the Associated American Artists gallery, the 

reproduction of their pictures in ads for Lucky Strike cigarettes, and various other com-

mercial schemes.26 They were also widely despised in the art world, especially by those 

who were skeptical about their populism, dismissive of their techniques and subjects, 

jealous of their public fame and financial success, and extremely apprehensive about 
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Fig. 6. Grant Wood (American, 1891–1942). Plaid Sweater, 1931, oil on masonite, 74.93 × 61.28 cm. Iowa 

City, University of Iowa Museum of Art, 1984.56. Gift of Mel R. and Carole Blumberg and Family, and 

Edwin B. Green through the University of Iowa Foundation. Image courtesy University of Iowa Museum 

of Art.
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regionalism’s overtures to aesthetic nationalism. Janson, for example, published several 

essays deriding the regionalists’ “entirely mediocre talent” and likening their “danger-

ous” art to that produced in the fascist and totalitarian regimes of the Third Reich and 

Soviet Russia.27 Likewise, Longman wrote article after article disparaging regionalism 

as “isolationist, tribalistic, chauvinistic illustration” and arguing that Wood and Benton 

were “no substitutes for even one good picture by Matisse or Picasso.”28 In the ironically 

narrow context of the “international modernism” that Longman, Janson, and other crit-

ics championed, regionalist art was condemned as an inflammatory antimodern outlier. 

Even after Wood died of pancreatic cancer in early 1942, Longman continued his anti- 

regionalist vitriol, describing the style in an essay he penned for an art dictionary as a 

“minor American movement” of “inferior but successful artists.”29

Personality conflicts aside, Longman and Janson’s loathing of Wood and regional-

ist art was further shaped by the nation’s political shift from New Deal to Cold War.30 By 

the mid- 1940s, the liberal statism that had informed American art styles like regionalism 

Fig. 7. Thomas Hart Benton (American, 1887–1975). The Ballad of the Jealous Lover of Lone Green Valley, 

1934, oil tempera mounted on aluminum panel, 104.8 × 133.4 cm. Lawrence, Kansas, University of Kansas, 

Spencer Museum of Art. Image: Spencer Museum of Art, museum purchase: Elizabeth M. Watkins Fund, 

University of Kansas, 1958.0055. Art © T. H. Benton and R. P. Benton Testamentary Trusts / UMB Bank 

Trustee / Licensed by VAGA, New York, NY.
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had largely been rejected in favor of a postwar mind-set of “freedom and consensus” to 

which the style of abstract expressionism was attached — not by its artists but by influ-

ential art critics like Clement Greenberg. In 1945, Greenberg declared Pollock “the stron-

gest painter of his generation.” In 1948, he wrote that “the level of American Art has risen 

in the last five years, with the emergence of new talents so full of energy and content 

as Arshile Gorky, Jackson Pollock, [and] David Smith,” and concluded that “the main 

premises of Western art have at last migrated to the United States, along with the center 

of gravity of industrial production and political power.”31 Grounded in postwar assump-

tions of American exceptionalism and strong currents of anticommunism, Greenberg’s 

critical mission was to advance those styles of modern American art that he felt best 

meshed with Cold War political pronouncements of U.S. ideals like freedom and indi-

vidualism.32 Accordingly, the abstract paintings of artists like Pollock were championed 

as the free expression of a free people, in pointed contrast with their opposites in Soviet 

Russia and Red China, and abstract expressionism was touted as the most important style 

of postwar modern American art.

Longman underscored this shift in American art styles and politics in the exhibi-

tion Then and Now: American Painting in the 1930’s and 1950’s, which he organized at the 

university in the summer of 1954. While the decade of the thirties was represented by an 

impressive and diverse collection of modern paintings by Benton, Wood, Stuart Davis, 

Marsden Hartley, Edward Hopper, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Reginald Marsh, Charles Sheeler, 

and Max Weber, Longman wrote that “esthetic values” in the 1930s had been “obscured 

by much talk of the independent value of topical themes, socially- conscious realism, 

local- scene painting, [and] regionalism.” The 1950s were dominated in the exhibition by 

abstract expressionists such as Josef Albers, Adolph Gottlieb, Grace Hartigan, Franz Kline, 

Elaine de Kooning, Willem de Kooning, Robert Motherwell, Pollock, and Ad Reinhardt, 

whom Longman described as “the leaders of the present avant- guard [sic] movement.” He 

further expounded on the political terms of their abstract art, remarking: “Some who read 

these pages may not be aware that painting in Russia and its satellites is propagandistic 

and nationalistic in subject matter, and is realistic or naturalistic in style.”33

This history helps to explain why, in 1951, Longman was delighted to add Pollock’s 

Mural to the modern art collection he had been building at the university since he arrived 

fifteen years earlier — and which, notably, did not include a single work by Grant Wood. In 

an obvious taunt to regionalism, Longman declared that the best “place to hang the mural 

regularly would be the mural studio,” formerly Wood’s base of operations, “where it 

could be used directly in teaching.”34 As Mark Rothko remarked, or perhaps complained, 

about the painting classes that he was hired to teach at the University of Colorado in 

Boulder during the summer of 1955: “My students want me to teach them how to paint 

abstract expressionism.”35 At the University of Iowa, Mural was positioned to serve the 

same pedagogical purpose.

Yet Mural’s afterlife at Iowa was a struggle, largely because its value as a pedagogi-

cal tool was soon displaced by its value in the art market. In 1958, Lester Longman left to 
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head UCLA art department, where, as Howard Singerman recounts, his attempts to rep-

licate the “Iowa Idea” met new challenges.36 By 1959, Mural was hanging in the lobby of 

the University of Iowa’s main library. Guggenheim, hearing that Mural had been demoted 

to the “students’ dining hall,” which was not true, expressed her displeasure and offered 

to exchange the painting “for a very beautiful Braque of 1926 which is in my collection 

in Venice.”37

The art department’s new chair, Frank Seiberling, politely declined. But, had 

 Guggenheim offered “a fine landscape by Gaspard Dughet, a really good sculpture of the 

Riemenschneider school, a landscape by Jawlensky, [or] a good Tiepolo,” they might have 

cut a deal. Those were the works of art that Seiberling said he most wanted at Iowa, and 

for which he offered to trade Pollock’s Mural in a number of letters that he exchanged in 

the early 1960s with various art galleries and art dealers in the United States and England, 

including Christie’s and André Emmerich.38 Aiming to build an encyclopedic collection 

of Western European art, Seiberling saw Pollock’s “big painting” as a big financial oppor-

tunity — the asking price in 1962 was $180,000 — more than an art-historical stakeholder. 

Seiberling was also spearheading the development of a university art museum to house 

his intended survey collection: up to this point, art that had been gifted to the university 

or purchased from the summer shows that Longman organized was dispersed all over the 

campus in various buildings.39 In the early 1960s, for example, Max Beckmann’s triptych 

Karneval (1943), which the university had purchased from the first summer show in 1945, 

was hung in a student lounge in the Memorial Union.

Luckily for the university, in 1961 Peggy Guggenheim began a lengthy legal battle 

with Lee Krasner over Jackson Pollock’s estate. Alerted to Guggenheim’s litigious inter-

ests, university lawyers ultimately advised against selling Mural, or even letting it travel 

to a Pollock retrospective organized at the Marlborough- Gerson Gallery in New York, 

fearing that Guggenheim might try to “recover” her gift. In 1963, Guggenheim got wind 

of the university’s art market wheeling and dealing regarding Pollock’s painting and sent 

an angry letter to university president Virgil M. Hancher:

I am writing to you about a matter which troubles me greatly. As you are aware in 

1946 I made a gift to your University of a second painting by Jackson Pollock hav-

ing previously given you a smaller one: This was done through Mr. Lester Long-

man, who was at that time connected with your art department. I have recently 

been informed that there are rumours in Iowa to the effect that you are about to 

ship the large Pollock to Sotheby’s in London to be sold at auction. If this is true 

it is extremely unpleasant for me that you should sell my gift, when there are 

so many museums in the world, who would be delighted to own this wonderful 

painting. If you no longer wish to have this mural in your University I must ask 

you to return it to me, so that I can put it in my museum here in Venice, or give it 

to some museum in the states.40
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President Hancher quickly, if rather disingenuously, wrote her back: “I am sorry that you 

have been distressed by this unfounded rumor. We are as pleased to have the Pollock now 

as when you gave it to the University.”41

Hancher further explained that the university had recently begun a capital cam-

paign to raise funds for an art museum, and he hinted that Guggenheim herself might 

want to contribute. “It has always been a matter of deep distress to me,” he wrote Gug-

genheim, “that we have not had funds — or generous friends — to make our collection 

more significant. There is a unique opportunity in this section of the United States to 

provide an outstanding art museum, to reach an audience who would not otherwise have 

an opportunity to see, to know and to share first- rate painting.”42 Guggenheim does not 

seem to have responded to Hancher’s invitation. In 1969, the University of Iowa Museum 

of Art opened to the public — and hung Mural in a central location.

Today’s neoliberal economics have yielded more efforts to monetize Mural. In 

2007, Sotheby’s lodged a hostile takeover bid of $150 million for the painting — and 

expressed interest in selling the university’s other paintings, too, including Beckmann’s 

Karneval. In 2008, amid the recession, the steady decline in state funding for higher 

education, and a devastating flood — at which point Mural was relocated to the Figge 

Art Museum in Davenport, Iowa — university regent Michael Gartner proposed selling 

 Pollock’s painting to offset an estimated $743 million dollars in flood damage on the 

campus. In 2011, he supported a bill from Scott Raecker, Republican representative from 

Iowa, requiring the sale of Mural to underwrite student scholarships. “Providing scholar-

ships to Iowa students is far more important than owning a painting that is not on the 

campus,” Gartner stated, adding: “All organizations regularly look at their assets and ask 

if that’s the best use of money. In this case, the proceeds . . . could be used for a far better 

purpose.”43 As the Los Angeles Times art critic Christopher Knight observed, “Iowa Repub-

licans have apparently spent too much time watching ‘Antiques Roadshow.’”44

Again, luckily for Iowa, university lawyers advised that selling Mural would violate 

the donor’s intent, deter further donations, threaten the art museum’s accreditation, and 

invite future litigation from Guggenheim’s heirs and her foundation — well known, like 

Guggenheim herself, for “lawyering up.”45 University president Sally Mason, Iowa gov-

ernor Terry Branstad, billionaire John Pappajohn (a major donor to the university), and 

students and faculty at the university protested the possible sale. University art museum 

director Sean O’Harrow said the move was “like selling your grandmother.” Jackson Pol-

lock’s relatives — his parents, Stella and Leroy Pollock, were born and raised in southwest 

Iowa, and distant cousins still live in the area — similarly voiced objections to any poten-

tial sale of the painting. “Peggy [Guggenheim] didn’t want it to go anywhere, and I’d like 

to see her wishes upheld,” remarked Leigh Kelly, Pollock’s third cousin, adding: “It’s nice 

to have the Pollock in Iowa because there are still so many Pollocks in the state.” Eventu-

ally, Representative Raecker withdrew his bill, telling the press that Mural’s potential sale 

had become “cumbersomely emotional.”46
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Mural’s monetization remains an issue today, but it also defines the afterlife of 

many heralded works of modern American art. In 2009, for example, fossil- fuel magnate 

Bill Koch, a collector of twentieth- century regionalist and American Scene painting, paid 

$7 million for Grant Wood’s 1934 landscape Spring Plowing. As the critic Andreas Huys-

sen observes, assumptions that modernism is characterized by a “great divide” between 

fine art and mass culture are mistaken: an economy of exchange between modern art 

and the market has been well in place since the nineteenth century and has “proven to 

be amazingly resilient,” suggesting that “perhaps neither of these two combatants can 

do without the other, that their much heralded mutual exclusiveness is really a sign of 

their secret interdependence.”47 In other words, despite the battles waged over them in 

the last century, paintings produced by both regionalist and abstract expressionist artists 

are viewed today on prevailing economic terms as “liquid assets.” The key is to reengage 

their pedagogical possibilities.

Erika Doss is a professor in the Department of American Studies at the University of Notre Dame.
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